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A Fellow of The Royal Photographic Society, Duncan Grove is based in impressive premises overlooking and immediately adjacent to the AELTC in
Wimbledon Village, SW London.  Centre Court is just 500M away and Duncan has even shot an Andy Murray practice session from his office window! 

Duncan is a committed professional photographer with other business interests.  In the main, the latter feed his table; photography adds a few crumbs 
to justify its horrific expense but mainly feeds his passion!  Wimbledon tennis photography is Duncan’ s total obsession.

Duncan’s many photographic activities include:-
• Accredited photographer at The Wimbledon Tennis Championships (2010 - 2018 plus five painful previous years non-accredited!), shooting on be-

half of magazines and photo/news agencies. Duncan shot The Championships 2018 for the New York Times.  
• Duncan’s work is extensively published world-wide in major newspapers, magazines and books. 
• For the past six years during the Championships, his fine-art, large format prints have been exhibited (with unique AELTC approval) at the local du 

Vin Cannizaro Hotel. This is London’s only luxury Country House Hotel and temporary home to many of the “Great and Good” from the international 
tennis circuit. The exhibition has proven to be a both critical and commercial success with players such as Andy Murray, Novak Djokovic and Jo-Wil-
fried Tsonga visiting and signing prints. To Duncan’s knowledge, there is no other legitimate source of Wimbledon tennis prints for private, non-com-
mercial hanging.

• Accredited photographer at the Universities Boat Race (2010 - 2019). Many of Duncan’s Boat Race images have been published globally but Duncan 
takes most pleasure from the fact many of his prints feature on the walls and mantelpieces of crew-members’ mothers!

• Accredited photographer at Les Voiles de Saint Tropez sailing regatta 2015, 2016 and upcoming 2019.  
• Other photo opportunities as they arise and appeal, eg recent Tuscany and SW France location/model shoots.
• Time constraints force Duncan to be selective in the assignments he accepts.  His decisions are based on how passionate he feels about an event 

and the photo opportunities it offers. Wimbledon tennis always has, and always will be, Duncan’s primary, totally obsessive, photographic passion!

About Duncan Grove Photography
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Exhibit # 1
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Andy Murray  02 -  27
Novac Djokovic 29 -  50
Petra Kvitova  51 -  52
Serena Williams 53 -  71, 112, 113
Roger Federer  72 -  87, 112
Rafael Nadal  88 -  99, 113
Angelique Kerber 100 - 102
Johanna Konta 103
Eugenie Bouchard 104
Timea Bacsinszky 105
Marion Bartolli 106
Laura Robson  107 - 109
Maria Sharapova 110 - 111
Lukas Rosol 114
Venus Williams 115 - 118, 113
Milos Raonic 119
Stan Wawrinka 120
Nick Kyrgios 121
Marin Cilic 122
Dustin Brown  123 - 125
Ajla Tomljanovic 126
Sabine Lisicki 127
Jo-Wilfied Tsonga 128

Plus many more including General Views!



= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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Exhibit # 2 Exhibit # 3

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

Andy Murray, 
Centre Court, Wimbledon. 

10 July 2017.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (41 cm sq) £249 £449 £375

Terms and Conditions for this image have been removed for reasons of space.  They are the 
same as all other prints included in the Exhibition and detailed in the catalogue.

Andy Murray learning how to 
handle the Wimbledon

trophy!  
Centre Court, Wimbledon. 

7 July 2013.
A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

The AELTC are understandably pretty precious about their Men’s Trophy! When I 
was commissioned by NHK (Japan’s BBC equivalent) to shoot the Men’s Trophy, 
the Club with some reluctance kindly removed it from the environmentally-con-
trolled cabinet where it is stored for 364 days of the year.  Only the glove-wear-
ing Museum Curator was allowed to touch the Trophy (responding to my posing  
guidance as if it were a fashion model)!
I suspect there were a few heart attacks when they saw Andy dropping the lid! 
I have never seen this sequence of photos published elsewhere and suspect it is 
unique.  For sure, I hope that Andy wins the Trophy many more times and am 
certain that his experience will result in him never again dropping the Trophy 
lid!
Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (41 cm sq) £349 £549 £449



= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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Exhibit # 4 Exhibit # 5

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

Andy Murray, 
Centre Court, Wimbledon,

28 June 2016.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (41cm sq) £199 £399 £299

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

Andy Murray, 
Centre Court, Wimbledon. 

10 July 2016.

Wimbledon Champion for the 
second time!

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (41 cm sq) £249 £449 £375



= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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Exhibit # 6 Exhibit # 7

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

Andy Murray, 
Centre Court, Wimbledon,

30 June 2015.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (41cm sq) £199 £399 £299

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

Andy Murray, 
Centre Court, Wimbledon. 

6 July 2016.

Playing Jo-Wilfried Tsonga 
(FRA) [12].  Gentlemen’s Quar-

ter-Finals, Centre Court.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (41 cm sq) £199 £399 £299



= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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Exhibit # 8 Exhibit # 9

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

Andy Murray, 
Centre Court, Wimbledon. 

2 July, 2016.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm high) £199 £399 £299

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

Andy Murray, 
Centre Court, Wimbledon. 

2 July, 2016.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (41 cm sq) £199 £399 £299



= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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Exhibit # 10 Exhibit # 11

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

Andy Murray, 
Centre Court, Wimbledon. 

 6 July, 2016. 

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm high) £199 £399 £299

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

Andy Murray, 
Centre Court, Wimbledon. 
Playing Milos Raonic (CAN) 

[6].  Gentlemen’s Singles Final, 
10 July 2016.  

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £249 £449 £375



= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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Exhibit # 12 Exhibit # 13

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

Andy Murray, 
Centre Court, Wimbledon,

4 July 2016.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm high) £199 £399 £299

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

Andy Murray, 
Centre Court, Wimbledon,

4 July 2016.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm high) £75 £275 £175
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Exhibit # 14 Exhibit # 15

Andy Murray, 
Men’s semi-finals,

Centre Court, Wimbledon,
10 July 2016.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £199 £399 £299

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

Andy Murray, 
Centre Court, Wimbledon,

30 June 2015.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £75 £275 £175

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.



Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted
(Special dry 

mounting for 
images > 60cm)

Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas wrap

X Large (1M wide) £549 £999 £649

Large (58cm wide) £249 £449 £375

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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Exhibit # 16 Exhibit # 17

Having recently married, Andy tied his wedding ring to the lace of his right 
tennis shoe!

Andy Murray, 
Centre Court, Wimbledon,

30 June 2015.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £75 £275 £175

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

Andy Murray, Men’s Finals #1.
Centre Court,

Wimbledon, 7 July 2013.
A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

“This image was captured during the final set of the Men’s Finals, just minutes 
before Andy defeated Novak Djokovic to become Britain’s first Wimbledon 
Champion in seventy-seven years.  The atmosphere was electric!”

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Immediately available in gloss 
black gloss frame.  Currently 
hanging in Duncan’s office!



Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted
(Special dry 

mounting for 
images > 60cm)

Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas wrap

X Large (1.M wide) £549 £999 £649

Large (58cm wide) £249 £449 £375

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £75 £275 £175

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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Exhibit # 18 Exhibit # 19

Andy Murray, Men’s Finals #2.
Centre Court,

Wimbledon, 7 July 2013.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

“This image was captured during the final set of the Men’s Finals, just minutes 
before Andy defeated Novak Djokovic to become Britain’s first Wimbledon 
Champion in seventy-seven years.  The atmosphere was electric!”

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

Andy Murray, Centre Court,
Wimbledon, 24 June 2010.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

“This shot formed part of the 20-image panel that resulted in me being award-
ed a Fellowship of The Royal Photographic Society.”

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.



Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £149 £349 £249

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £99 £299 £199

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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Andy Murray, Centre Court,
Wimbledon, 1 July 2013.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

“Andy on his way to becoming Britain’s first Wimbledon Champion in seven-
ty-seven years!”

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Andy Murray, Centre Court,
Wimbledon, 1 July 2013.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

“Andy defeats Mikhail Youzhny on his way to 
winning the Championship.” I favour this crop 
but of course it does not work for a front cover.  
Time and Leisure magazine selected the origi-
nal image for their Kingston June 2014 cover .

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.



Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (53cm x 41cm) £249 £449 £375

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (52cm x 41cm) £249 £449 £375

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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Andy Murray, Men’s Finals #3.
Centre Court,

Wimbledon, 7 July 2013.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

“Andy serves against No 1 seed Novak Djokovic in the third and final set of the 
Men’s Final , which he goes on to win and thus become Britain’s first Wimble-
don Champion in seventy-seven years!”

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Andy Murray, Men’s Finals #4.
Centre Court,

Wimbledon, 7 July 2013.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

“Andy in the third and final set of the Men’s Final, minutes away from becom-
ing Britain’s first Wimbledon Champion in seventy-seven years!  This image 
was selected for the front cover of Time & Leisure magazine June 2014.  They 
also kindly featured my work in their lead article.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!



Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (41cm sq) £249 £449 £349

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Medium (41cm sq) £249 £449 £349

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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Andy Murray, Men’s Finals #5.
Centre Court,

Wimbledon, 7 July 2013.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

“Come on!  Andy in the third and final set of the Men’s Final, minutes away 
from becoming Britain’s first Wimbledon Champion in seventy-seven years!”

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

Andy Murray, Men’s Finals #5.
Centre Court,

Wimbledon, 7 July 2013.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

“Come on!  Andy in the third and final set of the Men’s Final, minutes away 
from becoming Britain’s first Wimbledon Champion in seventy-seven years!”



Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (41cm sq) £249 £449 £349

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Medium (30cm tall) £75 £225 £150

Medium (30cm tall)
Signed by Andy SOLD

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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Andy Murray with trophy.
Centre Court,

Wimbledon, 7 July 2013.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

“The first time a Brit has held this for seventy-seven years.  Typical Andy, he 
does not pose.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Andy Murray Triumphant 
Wimbledon 2013.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Signed by Andy Murray
“In my experience, all other Champions carry the trophy to this photo opportu-
nity.  Andy chose not to and probably the shot is better for it.  The vast majority  
of my colleagues were uploading match photos at the time, so just a few of us 
captured this shot.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Temporarily removed from Exhibition but available  to order 
- 24 hours lead-time.



= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

Novak Djokovic, 
No. 1 Court, Wimbledon. 

3 July 2018.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (41 cm sq) £249 £449 £375

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58 cm wide) £249 £449 £375

Novak Djokovic, 
No. 1 Court, Wimbledon. 

3 July 2018.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.



Novak Djokovic. 
No 1 Court, Wimbledon, 

6 July 2015. 

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Novak Djokovic. 
No 1 Court, Wimbledon, 

8 July 2017. 

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £99 £299 £199

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £249 £449 £375

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.  

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.  
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Novak Djokovic,
Men’s semi-finals,

Centre Court, Wimbledon, 
10 July 2015. 

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £199 £399 £299

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

If you compare with the adjacent print from 2010, you will see that Nova’s style 
is pretty consistent!

Novak Djokovic. 
Centre Court, Wimbledon, 

29 June 2015. 

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £199 £399 £299

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

Temporarily removed from Exhibition but available
 to order - 24 hours lead-time.
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Novak Djokovic,
No 1 Court, Wimbledon, 

6 July 2015. 

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

“This shot formed part of the 20-image panel that resulted in me being award-
ed a Fellowship of The Royal Photographic Society.”

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £199 £399 £299

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

Novak Djokovic,
Men’s semi-finals,

Centre Court, Wimbledon, 
10 July 2015. 

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

“This shot formed part of the 20-image panel that resulted in me being award-
ed a Fellowship of The Royal Photographic Society.”

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £99 £299 £199

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £199 £399 £299

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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Novak Djokovic,
Centre Court, Wimbledon, 

25 June 2014. 

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

IM wide in matt white frame im-
mediately available.  Currently 

hanging in Duncan’s office!

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted
(Special dry 

mounting for 
images > 60cm)

Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

X-Large (1M wide)
dry-mounted to card £549 £999 £649

Large (58cm wide) £249 £499 £349

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

Novak Djokovic,
Men’s semi-finals. 

Centre Court, Wimbledon, 
2 July 2010. 

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

“This shot formed part of the 20-image panel that resulted in me being award-
ed a Fellowship of The Royal Photographic Society.”

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.



Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm tall) £99 £299 £199

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (41cm sq) £75 £275 £175

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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Novak Djokovic, No 1 Court, 
Wimbledon,

21 June 2011.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Novak Djokovic,
No1 Court, Wimbledon, 

3 July 2013 #1. 

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.



Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £99 £299 £199

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £75 £275 £175

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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Novak Djokovic,
No1 Court, Wimbledon, 

3 July 2013 #2. 

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Novak Djokovic,
No1 Court, Wimbledon, 

3 July 2013 #3. 

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.



Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £75 £275 £175

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (41cm sq) £75 £275 £175

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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Exhibit # 42 Exhibit # 43

Novak Djokovic,
No1 Court, Wimbledon, 

3 July 2013 #4. 

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Novak Djokovic,
No1 Court, Wimbledon, 

3 July 2013 #5. 

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.



= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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Exhibit # 44 Exhibit # 45

Novac takes a tumble,
Centre Court, Wimbledon, 27 

June 2014.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £75 £275 £175

Novac Djokovic.
Centre Court,

Wimbledon, 30 June 2014.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £75 £275 £175



= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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Exhibit # 46 Exhibit # 47

Novac & Boris celebrate, 
Centre Court,

Wimbledon, 6 July 2014.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (51cm wide) £149 £349 £249

Novac with trophy, Centre 
Court,

Wimbledon, 6 July 2014.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (41cm sq) £149 £349 £249

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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Exhibit # 48 Exhibit # 49

Novac with trophy,
Centre Court,

Wimbledon, 12 July 2015.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (51cm wide) £149 £349 £249

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

Novac with trophy,
Centre Court,

Wimbledon, 12 July 2015.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (41cm sq) £149 £349 £249

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.



= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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Exhibit # 50 Exhibit # 51

Novac Djokovic’s Fiancée 
Jelena Ristic watches Novac 
serve, Centre Court, Wimble-

don 25 June 2014.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £75 £275 £225

Petra Kvitova, Centre Court,
Wimbledon, 27 June 2014.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (53cm x 41cm) £75 £275 £225

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!



= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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Exhibit # 52 Exhibit # 53

Petra Kvitova with trophy,
Centre Court,

Wimbledon, 5 July 2014.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (41cm sq) £75 £275 £225

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

Serena Williams, 
  Ladies’ Singles Champion 

Centre Court.
9 July, 2016.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (41 cm sq) £149 £349 £375

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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Exhibit # 54 Exhibit # 55

Serena Williams, 
  Ladies’ Singles Champion 

Centre Court.
9 July, 2016.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58 cm high) £149 £349 £375

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

Serena Williams, 
Ladies’ Singles Champion, 
Centre Court, Wimbledon,
5 July 2016, Quarter Finals.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (41cm sq) £149 £349 £375

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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Exhibit # 56 Exhibit # 57

Serena Williams, 
Ladies’ Singles Champion, 
Centre Court, Wimbledon,
5 July 2016, Quarter Finals.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Serena Williams, 
Centre Court, Wimbledon,

6 July 2018.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm high) £149 £349 £375

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm high) £249 £499 £349

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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Exhibit # 58 Exhibit # 59

Serena Williams, 
  Ladies’ Singles Quarter-Finals 

on Centre Court.
5 July, 2016.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £149 £349 £375

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

Serena Williams,
Centre Court, Wimbledon

3 July 2015.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £199 £399 £299

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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Exhibit # 60 Exhibit # 61

Serena Williams, 
Ladies’ Singles final.

Centre Court, Wimbledon
11 July 2015.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £249 £449 £375

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

Serena Williams, 
Ladies’ Singles Champion, 
Centre Court, Wimbledon

11 July 2015.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £149 £349 £375

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.



Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted
(Special dry 

mounting for 
images > 60cm)

Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas wrap

X Large (1M wide) £549 £999 £649

Large (58cm wide) £249 £449 £375

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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Exhibit # 62 Exhibit # 63

Serena Williams,  
Centre  Court, Wimbledon.

3 July 2015.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £75 £275 £175

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

Serena Williams defeating
Victoria Azarenka #1.

Centre Court,
Wimbledon, 5 July 2012.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

“Not only is Serena one of the greatest players ever ,she is also one of the most 
photogenic !  On this second Thursday of The Championships 2012, everything 
came together.  The light was great, Serena was dramatically attired with 
magnificent hair that was overshadowed  only by her magnificent play!  Her 
win was by no means easy but she pulled it off.  Photographically, this was 
probably my best match ever and I just knew this at the time with every shot I 
captured.  This is my personal favourite.”

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Exhibit # 63



Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted
(Special dry 

mounting for 
images > 60cm)

Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas wrap

X Large (1.2M sq) £549 £999 £649

Large (41cm wide) £249 £449 £349

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £249 £449 £375

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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Exhibit # 64 Exhibit # 65

“Not only is Serena one of the greatest players ever ,she is also one of the most 
photogenic !  The Championships 2012 was a great year for her and her “look” 
was magnificent throughout the tournament.  I captured many interesting 
shots of her this year.  For me, this one ticks most of the boxes!”

Serena Williams, 
Centre  Court, Wimbledon.

30 June 2012.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Serena’s Fingernails.
No2 Court, Wimbledon

25 June 2010.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Admittedly after several attempts with a very long lens, I was able to capture 
this image of Serena’s fingernails.   It is interesting that this capture has attract-
ed far more attention than my many shots of Serena thwacking a tennis ball!

The image was part of the 20-image panel that resulted in me being awarded 
a Fellowship of The Royal Photographic Society.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.



Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (41cm square) £199 £399 £299

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (41cm square) £199 £399 £299

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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Exhibit # 66 Exhibit # 67

Serena Williams, 
Ladies’ Finals, 

Centre  Court, Wimbledon.
3 July 2010 #1.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

“This shot formed part of the 20-image panel that resulted in me being award-
ed a Fellowship of The Royal Photographic Society.”

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Serena Williams, 
Ladies’ Finals, 

Centre  Court, Wimbledon.
3 July 2010 #2.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

“This shot formed part of the 20-image panel that resulted in me being award-
ed a Fellowship of The Royal Photographic Society.”

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.



Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £149 £349 £249

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £149 £349 £249

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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Exhibit # 68 Exhibit # 69

Serena Williams,  
Centre  Court, Wimbledon.

21 June 2011.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Serena Williams,  
Centre  Court, Wimbledon.

23 June 2011.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.



Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (41cm sq) £99 £299 £199

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas wrap

X Large (1.2M sq) £549 £999 £649

Large (41cm wide) £249 £449 £349

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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Exhibit # 70 Exhibit # 71

Serena Williams,  
Centre  Court, Wimbledon.

30 June 2012.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Serena Williams, 
Centre  Court, Wimbledon.

5 July 2012.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.
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Exhibit # 72 Exhibit # 73

Roger Federer,
Wimbledon Champion,

Centre Court, Wimbledon, 
16 July 2017. 

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (41cm sq) £249 £449 £375

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

Roger Federer,
Centre Court, Wimbledon, 

12 July 2017. 

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £249 £449 £375

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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Exhibit # 74 Exhibit # 75

Roger Federer,
Men’s semi-finals,

Centre Court, Wimbledon, 
8 July 2016. 

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £149 £349 £249

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

Roger Federer,
Men’s semi-finals,

Centre Court, Wimbledon, 
09 July 2018. 

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £149 £349 £249

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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Exhibit # 76 Exhibit # 77

Roger Federer,
Men’s quarter-finals,

Centre Court, Wimbledon, 
6 July 2016. 

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £149 £349 £249

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

Roger Federer,
Men’s quarter-finals,

Centre Court, Wimbledon, 
6 July 2016. 

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £149 £349 £249

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

Temporarily removed from Exhibition but available
 to order - 24 hours lead-time.
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Exhibit # 78 Exhibit # 79

Roger Federer,
Men’s semi-finals,

Centre Court, Wimbledon, 
8 July 2016. 

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (41cm high) £149 £349 £249

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

Roger Federer,
Men’s quarter-finals,

Centre Court, Wimbledon, 
6 July 2016. 

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm high) £249 £449 £375

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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Exhibit # 80 Exhibit # 81

Roger Federer,
Men’s semi-finals,

Centre Court, Wimbledon, 
10 July 2015. 

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £249 £449 £375

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

Roger Federer,
Men’s semi-finals,

Centre Court, Wimbledon, 
10 July 2015. 

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

This is one of my favorite
 images of Roger - it is all due to 

the light!

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £299 £499 £475

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.



Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £99 £299 £149

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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Exhibit # 82 Exhibit # 83

Roger Federer,
Men’s semi-finals,

Centre Court, Wimbledon, 
10 July 2015.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (41cm sq) £299 £499 £475

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

Roger Federer,
Centre Court, Wimbledon, 

21 June 2011. 

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.



Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (50 x 41cm) £299 £499 £399

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £99 £299 £199

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

Wimbledon Exhibition 2019
Tennis Photography by 

Duncan Grove FRPS
Sixth consecutive annual exhibition!

Wimbledon Exhibition 2019
Tennis Photography by 

Duncan Grove FRPS
Sixth consecutive annual exhibition!
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Exhibit # 84 Exhibit # 85

Roger Federer,
Centre Court, Wimbledon, 

29 June 2011. 

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

As featured on the cover 
of Time & Leisure 

magazine July 2015.
One of Duncan’s most 
extensively published 

images.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Roger Federer,
Centre Court, Wimbledon, 

23 June 2010. 

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.



Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (41cm sq) £149 £349 £249

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (55cm wide) £199 £399 £299

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

Wimbledon Exhibition 2019
Tennis Photography by 

Duncan Grove FRPS
Sixth consecutive annual exhibition!

Wimbledon Exhibition 2019
Tennis Photography by 

Duncan Grove FRPS
Sixth consecutive annual exhibition!
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Exhibit # 86 Exhibit # 87

Roger Federer,
with trophy #1

8 July 2012. 

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Roger Federer,
with trophy #2,

8 July 2012. 

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.



Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (52cm x 41cm) £249 £449 £375

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (52cm wide) £149 £349 £249

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

Wimbledon Exhibition 2019
Tennis Photography by 

Duncan Grove FRPS
Sixth consecutive annual exhibition!

Wimbledon Exhibition 2019
Tennis Photography by 

Duncan Grove FRPS
Sixth consecutive annual exhibition!
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Exhibit # 88 Exhibit # 89

Rafael Nadal,
No 1  Court,
3 July 2017. 

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Rafael Nadal,
Centre  Court,

5 July 2018. 

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.



Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large 41cm sq) £149 £349 £249

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (52cm x 41cm) £99 £399 £299

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

Wimbledon Exhibition 2019
Tennis Photography by 

Duncan Grove FRPS
Sixth consecutive annual exhibition!

Wimbledon Exhibition 2019
Tennis Photography by 
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Sixth consecutive annual exhibition!
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Exhibit # 90 Exhibit # 91

Rafael Nadal,
Men’s Singles Semi-Finals  on 

Centre Court,
14 July 2018. 

(Closed Roof).

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Rafael Nadal,
Centre Court,

22 June 2010 #1. 

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.



Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (41cm sq) £99 £299 £199

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (41cm sq) £99 £299 £149

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

Wimbledon Exhibition 2019
Tennis Photography by 

Duncan Grove FRPS
Sixth consecutive annual exhibition!

Wimbledon Exhibition 2019
Tennis Photography by 

Duncan Grove FRPS
Sixth consecutive annual exhibition!
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Exhibit # 92 Exhibit # 93

Rafael Nadal,
close-up,

Centre Court,
26 June 2010. 

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

“This shot formed part of the 20-image panel that resulted in me being award-
ed a Fellowship of The Royal Photographic Society.”

Rafael Nadal,
Centre Court,
26 June 2010. 

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

“This shot formed part of the 20-image panel that resulted in me being award-
ed a Fellowship of The Royal Photographic Society.”



Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £149 £349 £249

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £99 £299 £199

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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Tennis Photography by 

Duncan Grove FRPS
Sixth consecutive annual exhibition!

Wimbledon Exhibition 2019
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Duncan Grove FRPS
Sixth consecutive annual exhibition!
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Exhibit # 94 Exhibit # 95

Rafael Nadal & shadow,
Centre Court,
26 June 2010. 

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

“I just love the shadow!”

Rafael Nadal,
Centre Court,

2 July 2010 #1. 

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.



Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £99 £299 £199

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £75 £275 £175

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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Tennis Photography by 
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Exhibit # 96 Exhibit # 97

Rafael Nadal,
Centre Court,

2 July 2010 #2. 

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

“This was the Men’s semi-final against Andy Murray.”

Rafael Nadal,
Centre Court,
20 June 2011. 

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Temporarily removed from Exhibition but available
 to order - 24 hours lead-time.



Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (41cm sq) £99 £299 £199

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (41cm sq) £249 £449 £349

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

Wimbledon Exhibition 2019
Tennis Photography by 

Duncan Grove FRPS
Sixth consecutive annual exhibition!
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Tennis Photography by 

Duncan Grove FRPS
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Exhibit # 98 Exhibit # 99

Rafael Nadal,
Centre Court,
28 June 2012. 

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Rafael Nadal,
with trophy,
4 July 2010. 

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

“This shot formed part of the 20-image panel that resulted in me being award-
ed a Fellowship of The Royal Photographic Society.”



Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58 cm wide) £249 £449 £349

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (41 cm square) £249 £449 £349

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

Wimbledon Exhibition 2019
Tennis Photography by 

Duncan Grove FRPS
Sixth consecutive annual exhibition!

Wimbledon Exhibition 2019
Tennis Photography by 

Duncan Grove FRPS
Sixth consecutive annual exhibition!
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Exhibit # 100 Exhibit # 101

Angelique Kerber
Ladies’ Finals,
Centre Court, 
14 July 2018.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Angelique Kerber
Ladies’ Finals,
Centre Court, 
14 July 2018.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.



Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58 cm wide) £149 £349 £249

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (41 cm high) £149 £349 £249

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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Exhibit # 102 Exhibit # 103

Johanna Konta 
Centre Court, 5 July 2018.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Angelique Kerber
Ladies’ semi-finals,

Centre Court, 7 July 2016.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.



Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (48 x .41cm) £149 £349 £249

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (41cm sq) £149 £349 £249

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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Exhibit # 104 Exhibit # 105

Timea Bacsinszky in late 
afternoon sunshine on
Court 15, 1 July 2016.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Eugenie Bouchard
Centre Court, 30 June 2016.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.



Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (47cm x 41cm) £199 £399 £299

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £75 £275 £225

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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Exhibit # 106 Exhibit # 107

Laura Robson
triumphant,

22 June 2011. 

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Marion Bartolli,
Wimbledon Ladies Champion 

2013.
Centre Court, 4 July 2013.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.



Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £75 £275 £175

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (54cm tall) £75 £275 £175

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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Exhibit # 108 Exhibit # 109

Laura Robson
No 3 Court,
Wimbledon,

29 June 2013. 

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Laura Robson,
Centre Court,
Wimbledon,
5 July 2012. 

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.



Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm high) £99 £299 £199

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £99 £299 £199

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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Exhibit # 110 Exhibit # 111

Maria Sharapova,
Centre Court,
Wimbledon

29 June 2015. 

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

I spotted the shadow effect caused by Maria’s lace skirt, then spent a happy 
thirty minutes trying to capture it!

Maria Sharapova,
Centre Court,
Wimbledon

24 June 2013. 

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.



Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Each 30.5cm sq.
Priced as a pair £349 £549 £475

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Each 30.5cm sq.
Priced as a pair £349 £549 £475

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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Exhibit # 112 Exhibit # 113

The Williams sisters and Rafa,
Wimbledon 2010.

Offered as a pair of signed, limited edition (25) prints.

“Both of these images formed part of the 20-image panel that resulted in me 
being awarded a Fellowship of The Royal Photographic Society.”

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Serena’s and Roger’s  Shoes,
Wimbledon 2010.

Offered as a pair of signed, limited edition (25) prints.
“Serena’s shoes featured three heart icons that represent the three Wimbledon 
Championships she had already won. She went on to win in 2010 and again 
in 2012, 2015 and 2016. Roger’s shoes feature his distinctive “RF” logo.   Both 
of these images formed part of the 20-image panel that resulted in me being 
awarded a Fellowship of The Royal Photographic Society.”

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.



Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £75 £275 £225

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £75 £275 £225

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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Exhibit # 114 Exhibit # 115

Venus Williams,
No 2 Court,
Wimbledon

25 June 2010. 

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

“This image formed part of the 20-image panel that resulted in me being 
awarded a Fellowship of The Royal Photographic Society.”

Lukas Rosol,
Centre Court,
Wimbledon,

28 June 2012. 

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.



= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (41cm sq) £149 £349 £249

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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Exhibit # 116 Exhibit # 117

Venus Williams’s 
“bobby-dazzler”, Centre 

Court, Wimbledon, 27 June 
2014 #1.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (41cm sq) £75 £275 £199

The Williams sisters,
No 2 Court,
Wimbledon,

25 June 2010. 

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.



= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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Exhibit # 118 Exhibit # 119

Milos Raonic. 
Men’s Singles - Final. 

 Centre Court, Wimbledon,
10 July 2016.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £149 £349 £249

Venus Williams’s 
“bobby-dazzler”, Centre 

Court, Wimbledon,
27 June 2014 #2.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £75 £275 £225



= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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Exhibit # 120 Exhibit # 121

Nick Kyrgios
Centre Court, Wimbledon,

4 July 2016.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £149 £349 £249

Stan Wawrinka.
Centre Court, Wimbledon,

1 July 2016.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £149 £349 £249



= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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Exhibit # 122 Exhibit # 123

Dustin Brown, 
Centre Court, Wimbledon,

5 July 2017.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £249 £449 £375

Marin Cilic, 
Men’s quarter-finals,

Centre Court, Wimbledon,
6 July 2016.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (41 cm wide) £149 £349 £249



= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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Exhibit # 124 Exhibit # 125

Dustin Brown defeating
Rafael Nadal, 

Centre Court, Wimbledon,
2 July 2015.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £149 £349 £249

A thrilling match made even more exciting for a photographer by the back-lit 
dreadlocks!

Dustin Brown, 
Centre Court, Wimbledon,

5 July 2017.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £249 £449 £375



Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £75 £275 £229

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £75 £275 £225

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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Exhibit # 126 Exhibit # 127

 Sabine Lisicki,
Centre Court, 
Wimbledon,

23 June 2011.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Ajla Tomljanovic, 
Wimbledon 2009.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

“This image has always puzzled me.  It was captured on an outside court be-
fore I secured photographer accreditation.  Even today, Google reports it to be 
one of my most-veiwed shots, with thousands of hits.  It has also been exhibit-
ed by The Royal Photographic Society and won several other accolades.



Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £149 £349 £249

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £149 £349 £249

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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Wimbledon,
from above,

25 June 2012. 

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

 Jo-Wilfried Tsonga ,
Centre Court, 
Wimbledon,

29 June 2011.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

 Jo-Wilfried. signing Duncan’s print  at the Duncan Grove Photography  
Exhibition, du Vin Cannizaro Hotel, 18 June 2014,

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.



Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Medium (41cm wide) £75 £275 £225

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £149 £349 £249

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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  The Duke and Duchess of 
Cambridge, Royal Box,

Wimbledon.
27 June 2011.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

Wimbledon at dusk,
23 June 2010. 

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Legitimate prints of Wimbledon tennis are rarely on the market.  All of Duncan’s Wimbledon fine-
art, limited-edition prints in this Exhibition are offered for sale  strictly on the terms that they will 
be hung only in private residences and that any commercial display/use is strictly prohibited.  Any 
subsequent re-sale must also be on these terms. A proportion of  net proceeds from this Exhibition 
will be donated to Charity.  Non-Wimbledon tennis images exhibited are not subject to these terms.  
Image dimensions are approximate.

“For some reason I like this shot.  It was captured using very high-end Hassel-
blad equipment at around 10 pm but there was still light in the sky. (Having 
processed the image the same night, I went in scandalously late the next day!)
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Olympian, 
Les Voiles de St Tropez,

1 October 2015. 

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Les Voiles - literally ‘The Sails’ - takes place from April to October across the 
French Riviera. Each race brings together some of the most beautiful tradition-
al wooden yachts from the 1930’s America’s cup, alongside the most extraor-
dinary modern sailing boats for week-long regattas in beautiful ports such as 
Antibes and Saint-Tropez.  This year’s St Tropez sailing regatta experienced the 
most inclement weather the region has experienced since records began.  On 
some days it prevented any racing but on others it resulting in challenging, 
exciting sailing - and photography!
Olympian is 16.72m AURIQUE P CLASS , USA-built in 913 and designed  by 
WILLIAM GARDNER.

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted
(Special dry 

mounting for 
images > 60cm)

Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas wrap

X Large (1M wide) £549 £999 £649

Large (58cm wide) £249 £449 £375

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

Elena of London, 
Les Voiles de St Tropez,

1 October 2015. 

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Les Voiles - literally ‘The Sails’ - takes place from April to October across the 
French Riviera. Each race brings together some of the most beautiful tradition-
al wooden yachts from the 1930’s America’s cup, alongside the most extraor-
dinary modern sailing boats for week-long regattas in beautiful ports such as 
Antibes and Saint-Tropez.  This year’s St Tropez sailing regatta experienced the 
most inclement weather the region has experienced since records began.  On 
some days it prevented any racing but on others it resulting in challenging, 
exciting sailing - and photography!
Elena of London is a 55.00m schooner built in 2009 and designed by 
N.G. HERRESHOFF.

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted
(Special dry 

mounting for 
images > 60cm)

Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas wrap

X Large (1M wide) £549 £999 £649

Large (58cm wide) £249 £449 £375

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.



= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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Shamrock V, 
Les Voiles de St Tropez,

1 October 2015. 

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Les Voiles - literally ‘The Sails’ - takes place from April to October across the 
French Riviera. Each race brings together some of the most beautiful tradition-
al wooden yachts from the 1930’s America’s cup, alongside the most extraor-
dinary modern sailing boats for week-long regattas in beautiful ports such as 
Antibes and Saint-Tropez.  This year’s St Tropez sailing regatta experienced the 
most inclement weather the region has experienced since records began.  On 
some days it prevented any racing but on others it resulting in challenging, 
exciting sailing - and photography!

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted
(Special dry 

mounting for 
images > 60cm)

Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas wrap

X Large (1M wide) £549 £999 £649

Large (58cm wide) £249 £449 £375

 Isis Crew.
10 April 2015.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £75 £275 £225

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

Professional Sports Group, organisers of the Cancer Research Universities Boat 
Race, have kindly selected this print to hang on their office walls. 

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

Temporarily removed from Exhibition but available
 to order - 24 hours lead-time.
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 Oxford University (OUBC) 
Blue crew

on a Practice Outing.
25 March 2016.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £75 £275 £225

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

I like this one!  My friend’s son Nick Hazell is rowing stroke so I confess I did 
focus on him but I actually think the image benefits from this (unless you are 
the guy rowing Bow)! 

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

 OUWBC Blue Crew.
11 April 2015.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £75 £275 £225

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

Oxford University Women’s Boat Club (OUWBC) made history by winning the 
first ever women’s race to be held on the traditional Men’s Tideway course be-
tween Putney and Mortlake.

This image has been used extensively around the world for both editorial and 
advertising purposes.

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.



Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm tall) £99 £299 £225

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (48cm x 41cm) £249 £449 £349

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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Big Ben at dusk.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Temporarily removed from Exhibi-
tion but available

 to order - 24 hours lead-time.

Cap Estel, Èze-Bord-de-mer, 
Cotes d’Azure, in high season!

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

“Mindful of this exhibition’s venue, I shall only state 
that in my view Cap Estel is the second-best hotel 
in the world!   It is truly “paradise on earth”.  On a 
bad-weather day during my stay I captured this shot.  

It has won several awards and was selected by the 
hotel owners for the wrap and front cover of a mag-
nificent coffee-table book documenting the hotel’s 

history. The book is so exclusive that it is not for sale!
The story is too long to relate here, but this image was the catalyst for me be-
coming a professional photographer.



Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (55cm x 41cm) £75 £275 £225

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £99 £299 £225

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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Wellington Arch,
Hyde Park Corner, London

at dusk.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Kingston Bridge at dusk.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.



Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £75 £275 £225

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm tall) £75 £275 £225

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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Sharrow Bay, Ullswater, Lake 
District.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

Kingston Bridge at dusk.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.



Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Medium (41cm wide) £75 £275 £225

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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“Sailing School”.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

“Shot from Hotel La Reserve de Beaulieu, Cotes d’Azure.”

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

CUBC Blue Crew, 
27 March 2016.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Cambridge University Boat Club blue crew, winners of the 2016 Cancer Re-
search Universities Boat Race.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £75 £275 £225

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!



Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £149 £349 £249

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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OUWBC Blue Boat,
11 April 2015.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Oxford University Women’s Boat Club make history by winning the first ever 
women’s race to be held on the traditional Men’s Tideway course between Put-
ney and Mortlake.

Variants of this image have been published commercially and editorially 
throughout the world.

OUBC, the winning crew, in 
action during the race.

Cancer Research Universities 
Boat Race, 27 March 2016.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £75 £275 £225

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

Professional Sports Group, organisers of the Cancer Research Universities Boat 
Race, have kindly selected this print to hang on their office walls. 

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.



Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £75 £275 £225

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!
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  The Cancer Research 
University Boat Races 2016.

As tradition, the winning 
CUBC blue crew throws their 

cox into the river.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £75 £275 £225

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

The family of CUBC cox Ian Middleton have kindly been consistent supporters 
of my photographic endeavors over the years.  With some exceptions, I am 
often able to capture the faces of the rowers but far too often can only capture 
the back of the cox’s head.  I was very pleased to capture for the family Ian’s  
“moment of triumph”, although maybe he did not feel triumphant during this 
millisecond!  

With hindsight, he can reflect upon a real achievement which few in the world 
will ever attain.    It will surely benefit him for the rest of his life.

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

 “No Silver Medals”
OUBC Blue Crew, 
Boat Race 2010.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

“2010 was my first year on the Boat Race Press Launch.  I was struck by the con-
trast between the abject dejection portrayed by Oxford and the total jubilation 
demonstrated by Cambridge. I titled the image “No Silver Medals” to reflect the 
fact that the Boat Race has only a winner and a loser - no runner-up.  I subse-
quently learned that in fact the winning crew receive just a silver medal and 
the losing crew only receive a handshake!”

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.



Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £75 £275 £225

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £75 £275 £225

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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 CUBC v Molesey BC.
16 March 2014.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

 CUBC Blue Boat,
16 March 2014 #1.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.



Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £75 £275 £225

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £75 £275 £225

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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CUBC Blue Boat,
16 March 2014 #2.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

 Spray.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.



Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £75 £275 £225

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £75 £275 £225

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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OUBC Blue Boat,
5 April 2014 #1.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

OUBC Blue Boat,
5 April 2014 #3.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.



Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Large (58cm wide) £75 £275 £225

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.

Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Small (41cm sq) £75 £275 £225

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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Tennis Photography by 
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Tennis Photography by 

Duncan Grove FRPS
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OUBC Blue Boat,
5 April 2014 #2.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

 Alister Walker,
September 2012.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

“Alister was ranked No 12 squash player in the world and is one of the most 
personable, and certainly most photogenic, players on the circuit.”



Print Size
(Mount size is larger)

Mounted Framed
Piano-finish or 
matt, black or 

white

Canvas Wrap

Medium (41cm wide) £75 £275 £225

Appointed Exhibition framers Aubergine Art Wimbledon can offer many framing alternatives.  
Please ask Cannizaro reception for details.  Don’t forget to sign our Exhibition Visitor Book!

= immediately available ex-stock at the Exhibition. Other sizes to order. Prices include VAT.  
Low-cost UK and global delivery available upon request.  Please ask Reception for details.
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 Nick Matthew v Peter Barker, 
ROWE British Squash Grand 

Prix
22 September 2011.

A signed, limited edition (25) 
print by Duncan Grove FRPS.

“World Champion Nick Matthew is on the left.  I was Official Photographer  for 
both the 2010 and 2011 Rowe Squash Grand Prix.




